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In business, you can’t afford to be forgettable. And the quickest way to connect with an audience is by having a laugh. The
world’s greatest influencers know the power of a well-timed joke, and research shows that people who use humour effectively are
rated higher by their colleagues, get paid more and climb the corporate ladder faster. But the best news is that being funny is a
learnable skill! In More Funny, More Money award-winning comedian and TED speaker Marty Wilson shares tips and tricks for
‘funnying up’ business and improving your speeches, presentations and sales pitches. Discover how using ‘risk free’ humour
can increase your ability to influence your peers, help you land that dream job and make you a more charismatic leader. Plus
Marty lifts the lid on secret techniques used by stand-ups to craft funny stories, get any audience applauding, and – perhaps most
importantly – recover when a joke falls flat. Entertaining, outrageous and enlightening, with this book business need never be
boring.
Welcome to the jungle! Caring for your baby can be scary. He smells weird, he squirms, he burps, he cries... and cries... and cries.
She runs amok through your lovely family nest and shows you who the leader of the pack really is. The Intrepid Parent's Field
Guide to the Baby Kingdom understands the tumultuous terrain you're currently facing. Sometimes handling your infant feels like
you're encountering a new species--an adorable little creature that should be approached with caution. Inside this book, you'll find
all the valuable information you need to get out of this brave new world in one piece, including the meaning behind each yelp,
growl, and step, and how to handle close encounters. With these critical observations and instructions, you'll be able to nurture the
mysterious little being that has taken up residence in your home--and allow peace to once again reign throughout the kingdom.
Help your child succeed in the classroom--and in life! As a parent of a child with dyslexia you may wonder what you should expect
as your child goes through life. How can you help your child deal with school and succeed? It's true, there are challenges for
children with dyslexia, but when identified early, they can be overcome successfully. Abigail Marshall, manager of dyslexia.com,
shows you how to: Identify the early symptoms of dyslexia. Work with teachers to create an Individualized Education Program
(IEP). Reduce homework struggles. Find the best treatment program. Help your child develop skills with the use of assistive
technology. Plan for college and career. The Everything Parent's Guide to Children with Dyslexia, 2nd Edition is your first step in
facing the challenges of dyslexia with a positive attitude.
The Working Parent’s Survival Guide shows you how to be a great parent by parenting smarter not harder and by understanding
what children really need from us. Offering strategies for focusing on what really matters, connecting with our kids, and meeting
everyone’s needs, Anita Cleare guides working parents to building a happier family.
There were nine major planets in the Solar System, and it was within their boundaries that man first set up interplanetary
commerce and began trading with the ancient Martian civilization. And then they discovered a tenth planet - a maverick! This tenth
world, if it had an orbit, had a strange one, for it was heading inwards from interstellar space, heading close to the Earth-Mars
spaceways, upsetting astronautic calculations and raising turmoil on the two inhabited worlds. But even so none suspected then
just how much trouble this new world would make. For it was WANDL THE INVADER and it was no barren planetoid. It was a
manned world, manned by minds and monsters and travelling into our system with a purpose beyond that of astronomical
accident!
"The authors argue that the recent rise in autism should be understood as an 'aftershock' of the real earthquake, which was the
deinstitutionalization of mental retardation in the mid-1970s. This entailed a radical transformation not only of the institutional
matrix for dealing with developmental disorders of childhood, but also of the cultural lens through which we view them. It opened
up a space for viewing and treating childhood disorders as neither mental illness nor mental retardation, neither curable nor
incurable, but somewhere in-between"--From publisher description.
Leading experts reveal systemic and integrative approaches to family therapy When Marriages Fail: Systemic Family Therapy Interventions
and Issues presents several leading experts in the field discussing the full spectrum of clinical interventions and family therapy for troubled
and divorcing families. This comprehensive resource presents a broad overview of the literature that provides a foundation for the entire field,
then narrows its focus to clearly review clinical assessment models and the special issues that may be factors in conflicted families.
Therapists, psychologists, counselors, and social workers learn cutting-edge recommendations for policies protecting the well-being of
children involved in divorce, plus practical, specific systemic treatment interventions that are illustrated with case studies. When Marriages
Fail is separated into three logically organized sections. Part one provides a helpful overview of the field’s evolving literature as it stands now
and gives tools to therapists and their clients to explore their internal and dyadic processes in considering whether or not to divorce. The
second part presents two systemic models that explore the dynamics of conflicted couples moving toward divorce and considers specific
family circumstances that affect the entire divorce process, such as family violence, disclosure of gender orientation, and the unhappiness of
the family’s children. Part three discusses in detail specific and practical treatment interventions, considering factors involved when diverse
families separate, divorce, and remarry. The text also provides a fitting tribute to William C. Nichols, a pioneer of marital and family therapy.
Topics in When Marriages Fail include: the therapist’s choices in helping couples process their own choices an ecosystemic look at the rights
of children in divorce interventions for mourning, adulterous triangles, incongruent goals, cultural differences, or family of origin disclosing gay
or lesbian orientation in marriage domestic violence issues children’s trauma in the parental break-up family therapy interventions through
three systemic stages of divorce remarriage of the first spouse in post-divorce families trauma of the betrayed spouse parent loss and serial
relationships “gay divorces” and more! With Forewords by Douglas Sprenkle and Augustus Y. Napier as well as several international
contributors who shed light on how this compelling subject is addressed outside of the United States, When Marriages Fail is an invaluable
source of the latest knowledge and interventions for family therapists, counselors, social workers, and psychologists.
Meet Chloe Zhivago, 43, married - and asking, is that it? Monogamy forever and ever...? A brilliantly entertaining novel from a major new
talent in women's fiction. Chloe has been married for what feels like all eternity to Greg who tests his memory in infuriating ways, for example
hiding the kettle from himself in the drum of the washing machine. Chloe is a successful psychotherapist with two children and a Famous
Friend from hell. She's got it all. So why does she want to rub her life out and start all over again? Is it just because she hasn't had sex for
245 days? When Chloe meets temptation in the shape of Ivan, does she dare risk a passionate Russian romance before gravity wins the
battle with her face and figure? Can she get away with one glorious, final fling...?
The tools you need to foster a positive, supportive relationship with your daughter! Raising a confident, self-assured girl in today's world is
complicated, but it can be done--with the help of The Conscious Parent's Guide to Raising Girls. Inside, you'll find the strategies you need to
help your daughter navigate through her world of school cliques, confusing media messages, and pressures to be a "good girl." With smart,
comprehensive advice on the trials and triumphs of raising a daughter with patience, this concise guide explains how you can: Deal with
cliques, bullies, and peer pressure Communicate effectively and sensitively with your daughter Strengthen self-image, resist peer pressure,
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and promote self-esteem Build emotionally healthy relationships Rebecca Branstetter, PhD, and Erika V. Shearin Karres, EdD, provide you
with the information and support you need for parenting with mindfulness, flexibility, and resilience. You'll be able to create a calm and
centered emotional environment for raising well-adjusted, confident girls.
Struggling to raise her two sons in yet another new town, single mother Ruth wonders if her persistent ex-husband will ever leave her alone
long enough so that she can lead a normal life. A first novel. 15,000 first printing. $15,000 ad/promo.
Acclaimed author Heather Vogel Frederick will delight daughters of all ages in a novel about the fabulousness of fiction, family, and
friendship. The book club is about to get a makeover.... Even if Megan would rather be at the mall, Cassidy is late for hockey practice,
Emma's already read every book in existence, and Jess is missing her mother too much to care, the new book club is scheduled to meet
every month. But what begins as a mom-imposed ritual of reading Little Women soon helps four unlikely friends navigate the drama of middle
school. From stolen journals, to secret crushes, to a fashion-fiasco first dance, the girls are up to their Wellie boots in drama. They can't help
but wonder: What would Jo March do?
Raising a gifted child is both a joy and a challenge, yet parents of gifted children have few resources for reliable parenting information. The
four authors, who have decades of professional experience with gifted children and their families, provide practical guidance in areas such as:
Characteristics of gifted children, Peer relations, Sibling issues, Motivation and underachievement, Discipline Issues, Intensity, perfectionism,
and stress, Idealism, unhappiness, and depression, Educational planning, Parenting concerns, Finding professional help. Book jacket.

Advertising expenditure data across ten media: consumer magazines, Sunday magazines, newspapers, outdoor, network
television, spot television, syndicated television, cable television, network radio, and national spot radio. Lists brands alphabetically
and shows total ten media expenditures, media used, parent company and PIB classification for each brand. Also included in this
report are industry class totals and rankings of the top 100 companies of the ten media.
Here’s the perfect recipe for mischief: Take one sexually neglected woman and one dashing, romantic foreigner (with a delectable
accent). Add a craving for adventure plus a few drops of heady desire . . . then stand back, because in Olivia Lichtenstein’s
sparkling and sharply observed comedy of lust, longing, and marital unrest, this mix proves to be deliciously volatile. Chloe
Zhivago has it all: a successful career, two teenage children who still speak to her, a faithful best buddy, a Famous Friend from
hell (so decadently self-indulgent that one can’t help but admire her and hate her at the same time), and Greg, her husband of
seventeen years, a family-practice doctor who has the annoying habit of hiding the teakettle (to keep his memory sharp) and who
occupies his time writing letters to the parking commission. And then it suddenly hits her. Is this all there is? When did wild
weekends of passion become nights of chaste kisses and snoring to wake the dead? Will she ever savor sweet whispers of desire,
or knowing glances filled with longing? What happens when the kids leave the nest but the husband stays behind? Enter Ivan.
Married but questing and quixotic, he proffers notes of seduction written in Russian (necessitating awkward pleas for translation
from a nearby shopkeeper) and lures Chloe to the precipice of one glorious, fortuitous fling. Does she dare? This wonderfully
funny, sexy novel asks a vital question–how do you keep love alive in a marriage?–and answers it with poignancy and pure
irresistible comedy.
This second edition of the classic text directs dance teachers through what they need to know to teach creative dance from pre-K
through adult levels in a variety of settings. It includes a sequential curriculum, lesson plans, editable forms, and teacher strategies
created by master teacher Anne Green Gilbert.
Everything a new parent needs to know about their baby’s 10 magical “leaps”—and when to expect them—in a new, modern sixth
edition of The Wonder Weeks The Wonder Weeks answers the question, “Why is my baby cranky, clingy, and crying?” with
helpful guidance. Maybe they’re experiencing a leap in brain development, after which new skills are mastered, discoveries are
made, and perceptions evolve. Fussy behavior might signal that great progress is underway! Better yet, these phases occur on
similar schedules for most babies—as explained and mapped out in this book—so parents can anticipate the “stormy weeks” that
precede the “sunny weeks.” Based on decades of research, this fully revised sixth edition covers the first 20 months of a baby’s
life and includes: The top 10 things to know and remember about a leap Fun games to support brain development Fill-in-the-blank
checklists to help better understand personality and behavior traits Science-based explanations about sleep Fresh insight and
recent commentary from new parents who’ve used The Wonder Weeks Anchor moments to keep new parents sane, especially
when they are exhausted and discouraged With 2 million+ books sold, and 4 million+ downloads of the corresponding app, The
Wonder Weeks has struck a chord. Join the phenomenon that has been embraced by celebrities, social media influencers, and
parents worldwide.
Almost at the altar! Anthony Newman was beginning to look a lot like the perfect man. When Jessica Hirst had problems with her
teenage daughter, Anthony knew just how to help. When Jessica realized she missed having a man in her life—and her
bed—Anthony had more than enough sex appeal to keep her happy! In fact, he was fast becoming Jessica's unofficial husband,
and being around Anthony was as exciting as any honeymoon! Or would the real thing be even better? They both loved their
independence: were they ready to say, "I do"?
At last! A guide to parenting that actually talks about the art of parenting. This book, in plain language, tackles many of the
problems today's parents experience AND gives you practical, realistic ways of effectively dealing with them. Written by a child
psychologist with a lifetime of experience, the book pulls no punches and focuses on what works and what doesn't. The book is
organized around thirty-two pertinent topics that most concern parents today. Some sample topics are: "Help! I'm a Single Parent,"
"Your Child and Sports," "Help! My Kid's Getting Fat!" "Helping Your Child Do His Best in School," "Sex and the American
Teenager - What's a Parent to Do?," "Religion in a Child's Life," "Divorce and Kids - What Really Happens," "Is TV All Bad?"
"Teaching Your Child Morality," "Helping Your Kids Pull Themselves Out of Bad Social Situations," and "Red Flags for Parents!" All
thirty-two topics were generated by parents themselves, calling in their requests for topics to a radio show on parenting hosted by
the author of this book. The author, Dr. Harve E. Rawson, has a lot to say. He has been a professor of psychology for thirty-two
years, a dean of faculty, a research scientist, director of a residential program for children with behavior problems for twenty-five
years, producer of two syndicated radio shows, author of 40 professional journal articles regarding work with children, and author
of four books. His professional knowledge of child psychology, clinical social work, and all aspects of education, plus the practical
experience of rearing two sons, reflects itself in every page of this book which he describes as "the culmination of everything that I,
or anyone I've ever read or talked to, know about parenting."
Although dyslexia affects 10 to 15 percent of the U.S. population, only 5 out of every 100 dyslexics are recognized and receive
assistance. If you're the parent of a child with dyslexia, this statistic can be disconcerting, especially when it comes to your child's
academic performance and developing social skills. The Everything Parent's Guide to Children with Dyslexia gives you a complete
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understanding of what dyslexia is, how to identify the signs, and what you can do to help your child. This authoritative book seeks
to alert parents to the special needs associated with this learning disability and offers practical suggestions for getting involved in
the classroom. The Everything Parent's Guide to Children with Dyslexia shows you how to: Select the right treatment programs for
your child Secure an IEP Choose a school and reduce homework struggles Develop your child's skills with the use of assistive
technology Maintain open communication and offer support The Everything Parent's Guide to Children with Dyslexia is your first
step in facing the challenges of dyslexia with a positive attitude.
Das Standardwerk – komplett überarbeitet und erweitert! Mit einer Million verkauften Exemplaren im deutschsprachigen Raum und
der zugehörigen Nr.-1-App ist »Oje, ich wachse!« einer der erfolgreichsten Elternratgeber. Die renommierten
Entwicklungspsychologen Dr. Hetty van de Rijt und Dr. Frans X. Plooij fanden heraus, dass jedes Baby in den ersten 14 Monaten
acht große »Sprünge« in seiner geistigen Entwicklung durchlebt und dass diese aufregenden, doch oft als Krisenzeiten erlebten
Wachstumsphasen immer dem gleichen Rhythmus folgen. Mit diesem Wissen haben sie einer Vielzahl von Eltern geholfen.
Xaviera Plas-Plooij, die Tochter von Hetty van de Rijt und Frans X. Plooij, hat »Oje, ich wachse!« nun zusammen mit ihrem Vater
von Grund auf überarbeitet und erweitert. Erstmals teilen die Autoren Erkenntnisse zum Eltern-Thema Nr. 1: »Wie Babys
schlafen«. Außerdem enthält die Neuausgabe viel mehr interaktive Elemente wie Entdeckungslisten, Übungen und einen
persönlichen Sprünge-Kalender. So können Eltern die Welt durch die Augen ihres Babys entdecken und lernen es viel besser
kennen. Für den besten Start in ein glückliches Leben!
If your child has been diagnosed with sensory processing disorder (SPD), you understand how simple, everyday tasks can
become a struggle. With this guide you can help your child learn how to reduce stress and minimize the symptoms of SPD.
When journalist Hunter MacIntyre is diagnosed with early-onset Alzheimer’s, he realizes that his life is about to change, not to
mention that he’s been handed a certain death sentence. Alzheimer’s is a disease affecting the patient’s loved ones as much, if
not more, than the patient themselves. In Hunter’s case, that’s his partner Ethan and their five-year-old daughter Amy. How will
they react to, and deal with, Hunter’s changing behavior, his memory lapses, and the consequences for their everyday lives?
Disease is a story of Alzheimer’s, seen through the eyes of one affected family.
Raising a girl in today's world is more complicated than ever. How do you help your daughter navigate through her world of school
cliques, confusing media messages, and pressures to be a "good girl"? Newly revised and updated, this guide gives you smart
and comprehensive advice on the trials and triumphs of raising a daughter. Parenting expert Dr. Erika Shearin Karres prepares
you for every stage, including: Handling tantrums, bad moods, and potty training Dealing with cliques, bullies, and peer pressure
Coping with puberty and menstruation Keeping up with texting, social media, and online relationships Addressing the issues of
drinking, smoking, drugs, and sex Enforcing rules and discipline Dr. Karres shows you how to raise your girl with ease, skill, and
confidence even in today's challenging world!
Offers advice on selecting novels published from 1990 through 1998 by United States publishers, including a synopsis and critical
commentary for each entry.
Who am I and where do I come to write this book? I feel it necessary to address all aspects of motherhood, so I decided to include both the
sweetness and delight plus the shadow side of motherhood in this book. Some challenging life situations occur that are vital for us to
consider, so I am including some disquieting statistics. Because many women (and men) have refrained from checking within themselves or
making an examination on emotional, mental, physical and spiritual planes about having children, hardships have been created, both
personally and planetary.
Creative Dance for All Ages 2nd EditionHuman Kinetics
Love as a Guide to Morals is an entry-level introduction to the ethical importance of love. Written in conversational format this book looks
uniquely at the complexity of love in human relationships and how love can guide ethical decision-making. The book suggests that love in all
its intricacy—erotic/erosic love, friendship, affection, and agapic love—is the great good of human life. The book argues that love has a unifying
power for morality, and is more suited to ethical thinking and practice than any other idea. Love as a Guide to Morals uses a modified
Aristotelian argument (after Alsdair MacIntyre) and suggests “loving relationships” rather than happiness as the goal of human life.
This parenting guide to ODD offers expert information on your child's condition, provides insight and empathy to what they are going through,
and equips and empowers you to make practical changes in your parenting approaches. It provides an overview of tried-and-tested
techniques from a mother of a child with ODD to support you in response to typical questions you may have: · "Why is my child acting this
way?" · "What does this say about me?" · "Why doesn't my child respond to punishment or reward?" · "What am I supposed to do next?"
Overall this book teaches you how to avoid common mistakes in responding to ODD, the crossover with similar diagnoses such as ADHD
and how to distinguish the disorders, how to improve your own resilience and confidence to communicate effectively with your strong-willed
child, and start rebuilding the relationship you have.
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